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2 DER

DER DIFFERENTIATING SAMPLES USING RARITY, HETEROGENEITY,
EVENNESS, TAXONOMIC, PHYLOGENETIC AND FUNCTIONAL
DIVERSITY INDICES

Description

An algorithm for differentiating samples on the basis of the rarity, heterogeneity, evenness, taxo-
nomic/phylogenetic and functional diversity indices that better reflect the differences among assem-
blages.

Usage

DER(data, Samples, Species, Taxon, TaxonFunc=NULL, TaxonPhyl=NULL,
pos=NULL, varSize="Richness", varColor="Rarity.G", Index=NULL, corr="sqrt",
palette= "heat.colors", size=c(1,5),digitsS=1, digitsC=2, ncolor=100,
transparency=1, references=TRUE, a=1.5, q=2.5, ResetPAR=TRUE, PAR=NULL,
dbFD=NULL, LEGENDS=NULL, TEXT=NULL, COLOR=c("#EEC591FF", "black", "grey50"),
file1="Diversity indices.csv", file2="Polar coordinates.csv",
file3="Indices and area of the polygon.csv", na="NA", dec=",", row.names=FALSE, save=TRUE)

Arguments

data Data file with the taxonomy, abundance of the species and functional traits (op-
tional). The format of the file must be: an optional column with the position of
labels’ samples in the DER plot (blue column) in the same order as the variables
with the species’ abundance in the samples (red columns), the columns with the
taxonomy of the species (as many as needed, green columns), the columns with
the abundance of the species in each sample (red columns) and optionally the
columns with the functional traits of the species. Each row is an unique species,
genus, family, etc.

Samples Variables with the abundance of the species in each sample: sampling sites,
dates, etc.

Species Variable with the name of the species (without including the genus). It may be
other node of the phylogenetic tree, such as the genus, family, etc., for genus
level phylogenies, family level phylogenies, etc.

Taxon Variables with the taxonomy of the species (taxonomic diversity), as many lev-
els as needed but without including the variable with the node of the argument
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Species.

TaxonFunc Optionally variables with the functional traits (functional diversity).

TaxonPhyl Optionally the name of the RData file of the class phylo with the phylogeny. The
file must be in the working directory.

pos Optionally it is possible to indicate a column with the position of labels’ samples
in the DER plot. It must be as many as the number of samples and in the same
order than the variables described in the argument Samples. Values of 1, 2, 3
and 4, respectively indicate positions below, to the left of, above and to the right
of the specified coordinates.

varSize This variable defines the size of the bubble in the DER plot.

varColor This variable defines the color gradient of the bubbles in the DER plot.

Index The four/five indices used in the DER algorithm. If it is NULL the algorithm
select one, index of rarity, one of heterogeneity, one of evenness one of tax-
onomy and one of the functional group (if functional traits are provided in the
argument TaxonFunc) that achieve a higher dispersion among samples in a polar
coordinates system.

corr Character string specifying the correction method to use, in the function dbFD,
when the species-by-species distance matrix cannot be represented in a Eu-
clidean space. Options are "sqrt" (default), "cailliez", "lingoes" or "none".

palette The color gradient of the bubbles may be one of these palettes: "heat.colors",
"terrain.colors", "gray.colors", "topo.colors" or "cm.colors", or any other option
defined by the user.

size Range of size of the bubbles. Two values: minimum and maximum size.

digitsS Number of digits of the bubble size legend.

digitsC Number of digits of the color legend.

ncolor Gradient color of the color legend.

transparency Transparency of the color gradient, from 0 to 1.

references If it is TRUE the reference points are depicted on the DER plot.

a Scale of Rényi diversity.

q Scale of Tsallis diversity.

ResetPAR If it is FALSE, the default condition of the function PAR of the package StatR
is not placed and maintained those defined by the user in previous graphics.

PAR It accesses the function PAR of the package StatR that allows to modify many
different aspects of the graph.

dbFD It accesses the function dbFD which allows to specify the arguments that calcu-
lates the functional diversity indices.

LEGENDS It allows to modify the legend of the bubble size.

TEXT It allows to modify the text of the labels in the bubbles.

COLOR A vector with three values: color of the ellipse, color of the points in the leg-
end of the size of the bubbles and color of the references points in the ellipse,
respectively.
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file1 CSV FILES. Filename with values of total abundance, richness and the rarity,
heterogeneity, evenness, taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional diversity in-
dices of each sample.

file2 CSV FILES. Filename with the polar coordinates of all samples considering the
four/five selected indices.

file3 CSV FILES. Filename with the area of the convex hull (alpha=6) and Euclidean
distance obtained in the polar coordinates system for all combinations of the
indices.

na CSV FILE. Text that is used in the cells without data.
dec CSV FILE. It defines if the comma "," is used as decimal separator or the dot

".".
row.names CSV FILE. Logical value that defines if identifiers are put in rows or a vector

with a text for each of the rows.
save If it is TRUE, the CSV files are saved.

Details

DER algorithm
The steps of DER algorithm are described below:

1. The function DER calculates the most often used indices (see below): a total of 39 indices that
includes 2 of rarity, 14 of heterogeneity, 7 of evenness, 2 of taxonomic diversity, 8 of phylogenetic
diversity and 6 of functional diversity. It is important to mention that the indices included in the
groups of phylogenetic diversity and functional diversity, each explores a different facet of phylo-
genetic diversity (Kembel et al., 2010) and functional diversity (Laliberté et al., 2010), respectively.

Rarity indices

In the following equations S is the number of species (species richness) in the sample, s is the
number of samples, pij is the presence or absence (0 or 1) of the species i in the sample j, rij is the
number of records or abundance of the species i in the sample j, Ri is the total number of records
or total abundance of the species i considering all samples, Qi is the occurrence of species i, Qmin

and Qmax are respectively the minimum and maximum occurrences in the species pool, r is the
chosen rarity cutoff point (as a percentage of occurrence), wi is the weight of the ith species in the
assemblage, wmin and wmax the minimum and maximum weights respectively.

Leroy (Leroy et al., 2012; 2013)

wi =
1

e
(

Qi−Qmin
rQmaxQmin

∗0.97+1.05)2

IRR =

S∑
i=1

wi

S − wmin

wmax − wmin

Geographical rarity This index is a novel contribution of this package.

GR = 1−

S∑
i=1

s∑
j=1

pij

s

S
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Occurrential rarity This index is a novel contribution of this package.

OR = 1−

S∑
i=1

s∑
j=1

rij

Ri

S

Heterogeneity indices

In the following equations S is the number of species (species richness) in the sample, pi is the
abundace’s proportion of species i, N is the total number of individuals in the sample, ni is the
number of individuals of the species i, nmax is the number of individuals of the most abundant
species, a and q are the orders of Rényi and Tsallis indices respectively and, finally, in Fisher’s
alpha the index is the α parameter.

log Shannon-Wiener (S.W.LOG2) and ln Shannon-Wiener (S.W) (Wiener, 1939; 1948; 1949; Shan-
non, 1948; Shannon & Weaver, 1949). See Spellerger & Fedor (2013) for an explanation of the dual
use of the terms Shannon-Wiener and Shannon-Weaver to refer to this diversity index.

H = −
S∑

i=1

pilog2pi

H ′ = −
S∑

i=1

pilnpi

Fisher’s alpha (Fisher et al., 1943)

αx,
αx2

2
,
αx3

3
, .....,

αxn

n

Simpson (Simpson, 1949)

D1 = 1−
S∑

i=1

p2i

Inverse Simpson (InvSimpson) Williams (1964)

D2 =
1

S∑
i=1

p2i

Brillouin (Brillouin, 1956)

HB =

lnN !−
S∑

i=1

lnni!

N

Margalef (Margalef, 1959)

DMg =
(S − 1)

lnN
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Rényi entropy (Rényi, 1961)

Ha =
1

(1− a)
log

S∑
i=1

pai

Menhinick (Menhinick, 1964)

DMn =
S√
N

McIntosh (McIntosh, 1967)

DMc =

N −

√√√√ S∑
i=1

n2i

N −
√
N

Inverse Berger-Parker (InvB.P) (Berger & Parker, 1970)

DBP =
1

nmax

N

Hill numbers (Hill, 1973)

Hill-Rényi
Na = eHa

Hill-Tsallis
Nq = (1− (q − 1)Hq)

1
(1−q)

where

a or q = 0 is species richness

a or q = 1 is Shannon’s index (H’)

a or q = 2 is Inverse Simpson’s index (D2)

a or q = Inf is Inverse Berger-Parker index (DBP )

Tsallis entropy (Patil & Taillie, 1982; Tsallis, 1988)

Hq =
1

(q − 1)
(1−

S∑
i=1

pqi )

Evenness indices

Annotations of the equations as mentioned for heterogeneity indices.

Simpson evenness (SimpsonE) (Simpson, 1949)

ED1 =
D1

S

Pielou (PielouE) (Pielou, 1966)

J ′ =
H ′

lnS
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McIntosh evenness (McIntoshE) (McIntosh, 1967)

EMc =

N −

√√√√ S∑
i=1

n2i

N − N√
S

Hill evenness (HillE) (Hill, 1973)

It is used Hill-Rényi numbers where in N2 the value of a = 2 and in N2 the value of a = 1

E2,1 =
N2

N1

Heip evenness (HeipE) (Heip, 1974)

EHeip =
eH
′ − 1

S − 1

Camargo (CamargoE) (Camargo, 1992)

ECamargo = 1−
S∑

i=1

S∑
j=i′+1

|pi − pj |
s

Smith and Wilson’s Index (Evar) (Smith and Wilson, 1996)

Evar = 1−
(

2

π

)



arctan



S∑
i=1

lnni −
S∑

j=1

nj

S
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S




Taxonomic diversity indices

In the following equations summation goes over species i and j, ω are the taxonomic distances
among taxa, x are species abundances, and n is the total abundance for a site.

Taxonomic diversity (D) (Clarke, 1995; 1998; 2001):

∆ =

∑∑
i<j ωijxixj

n(n− 1)/2

Taxonomic distinctness (Dstar) (Clarke and Warwick, 1998):

∆∗ =

∑∑
i<j ωijxixj∑∑
i<j xixj

Phylogenetic diversity indices
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Faith’s phylogenetic diversity Faith (1992)
Mean pairwise phylogenetic distance Webb et al. (2008)
Mean nearest taxon distance Webb et al. (2008)
Phylogenetic species richness Helmus et al. (2007)
Phylogenetic species variability Helmus et al. (2007)
Phylogenetic species evenness Helmus et al. (2007)
Phylogenetic species clustering Helmus et al. (2007)
Quadratic entropy Rao (1982)

Functional diversity indices

In the following equations S is the number of species, where dij is the difference between the i-th
and j-th species, pi is the abundance’s proportion of the species i, pj is the abundance’s proportion
of the species j, EW is weighted evenness, dist(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between species i
and j, the species involved is branch l, wi is the relative abundance of the species i, PEWl is the
partial weighted evenness, gk are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the V species forming
the vertices of the convex hull, xik is the coordinate of species i on trait k, dGi is the Euclidean
distance of the center of gravity, d̄G is the mean distance of the S species to the center of gravity,
∆d is the sum of abundance-weighted deviances and ∆|d| absolute abundance-weighted deviances.

Rao’s quadratic entropy (Rao, 1982; Botta-Dukát, 2005):

Q =

S−1∑
i=1

S−1∑
j=i+1

dijpipj

dij =

n∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

wkl(Xik −Xjk)(Xil −Xjl)

Functional group richness (FGR) Petchey and Gaston (2006)

Functional richness (FRic) is measured as the amount of functional space (convex hull volume)
filled by the community (Villéger et al., 2008).

Functional evenness (FEve) (Villéger et al., 2008):

FEve =

S−1∑
l=1

min(PEWl,
1

S − 1
)− 1

S − 1

1− 1
S−1

PEWl = EWl

S∑
l=1

EWl

EWl = dis(i,j)
wi+wj

Functional divergence (FDiv) (Villéger et al., 2008):

FDiv =
∆d+ d̄G

∆|d|+ d̄G
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∆|d| =
S∑

i=1

wi|dGi − d̄G| ∆d =

S∑
i=1

wi(dGi − d̄G)

d̄G = 1
S

S∑
i=1

dGi dGi =

√√√√ T∑
k=1

(xik − gk)2 gk = 1
V

V∑
i=1

xik

Functional dispersion (FDis) (Laliberté and Legendre, 2010):

FDisp =

∑
ajzj∑
aj

c =

∑
ajxij∑
aj

2. Each index is transformed to a scale range between 0 and 1 for all samples with the following
equation:

(indexofthesample−min)

(max−min)

where min and max are the minimum and maximum values of the index considering all samples,
respectively.

3. With the standardized values of the indices, the algorithm calculates the polar coordinates of
all samples with all possible combinations among all groups of indices. Therefore, in each combi-
nation an index of each group of rarity, heterogeneity (species richness is included in this group),
evenness, taxonomic/ phylogenetic diversity and functional diversity (if it is included functional
traits in the analysis) is used for calculating the polar coordinates of all samples. In the group of
taxonomic/phylogenetic diversity the user must use either taxonomy or a phylogenetic tree, so ei-
ther taxonomic diversity or phylogenetic diversity indices are used in the algorithm. The X and Y
polar coordinates for each sample are estimated using the following equations:

X =

4∑
i=1

|zj |cos(α) Y =

4∑
i=1

|zj |sin(α)

where z is the standardized value of the index j of the four groups considered.

Each index is assigned an angle (α). Degrees to radians angle conversion is carried out assuming
that 1 degree = 0.0174532925 radians.

4. With the polar coordinates of the samples obtained for each combination, it is calculated the
convex hull (alpha = 6) and the mean Euclidean distance, and the values are saved in a file.

5. The algorithm selects the combination of indices with the highest value of the mean between
convex hull and mean Euclidean distance among samples, therefore priority is given to maximize
dispersion among samples (see Fig. 1). The polar coordinates of the selected combination are de-
picted on a diagram, where it is possible to see the differences in rarity, heterogeneity, evenness and
taxonomic/phylogenetic diversity and/or functional diversity (if it is included) among assemblages.
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6. Finally, DER function allows the user to select the four/five indices to be used in the diagram,
so the algorithm of selecting the combination with the maximum dispersion among samples is not
applied.

FUNCTIONS
The index Fisher alpha was estimated with the function fisher.alpha, the index Rényi with the func-
tion renyi, the index Tsallis with the function tsallis, the taxonomic diversity and taxonomic dis-
tinctness with the functions taxa2dist and taxondive, all of them of the package vegan (Oksanen
et al., 2016). The ellipse is depicted with the function plotellipse of the package shape (Soetaert,
2016). The convex hull (alpha=6) was calculated with the function areapl of the package splancs
(Bivand et al., 2016). The color legend of DER plot was depicted with the function color.legend
of the package plotrix (Lemon et al., 2016). The rarity index of Leroy was calculated with the
functions rWeights and Irr, both of the package Rarity (Leroy et al., 2012; 2103; Leroy, 2016). The
functional diversity indices were calculated with the function dbFD of the package FD (Laliberté
et al., 2015). The phylogenetic indices were calculated with the functions psv, psr, pse, psc, raoD,
mntd, mpd and pd of the package picante (Kembel et al. 2010 2016)

EXAMPLE
The example without functional diversity is a dataset with the abundance of rotifers species in ponds
(see table 1 in Mazuelos et al., 1993). In the argument Index were selected Rarity, Menhinick,
McIntoshE and Dstar, which are the indices selected by the algorithm when Index=NULL (default
option). The sample G3.1 had the lowest values of the indices of rarity, heterogeneity, evenness and
taxonomic diversity and the pond I3.1 the highest values for all indices.

Value

It is depicted a plot of polar coordinates estimated with the rarity, heterogeneity, evenness, taxo-
nomic/phylogenetic and functional diversity indices, CSV files are saved with all the indices, the
polar coordinates estimated with the indices specified in the argument Index or estimated by the
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algorithm, and the area of the convex hull and mean Euclidean distance obtained in the polar coor-
dinates system for all combinations of the indices.
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Examples

#An example without functional diversity

data(Rotifers)

DER(data=Rotifers, Samples=c("J1.1","K4.1","G3.1","F2.1","K2.2","F8.2","F8.1",
"F1.1","F4.1","J2.1","E5.1","H5.1","K3.2","E4.2","I6.1","K2.1","J5.1","I3.1",
"K3.3","G5.1","E6.1","J1.2","J6.1","G7.1","G6.1","G4.1","E3.1","E4.3","E2.1",
"H6.2","F7.1","J6.2"), Species="Species", Taxon=c("Class","Subclass",
"Superorder","Order","Family","Genus"), pos="Pos", Index=c("Rarity.G","Menhinick",
"McIntoshE", "Dstar"), save=FALSE)

EnVarIP ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA

Description

Geographic coordinates with values of temperature and precipitation in the Iberian Peninsula.

Usage

data(EnVarIP)

Format

Data frame with longitude, latitude and values of temperature, rainfall and altitude, and the geo-
graphic coordinates of the polygons of Spain and Portugal in the Iberian Peninsula.
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Rotifers ABUNDANCE OF ROTIFERS IN PONDS

Description

Abundance of species of rotifers in ponds of Doñana National Park (Spain), which were obtained
from Table 1 of Mazuelos et al. (1993).

Usage

data(Rotifers)

Format

An data frame with 40 columns: position of the label of the pond in the DER plot, 7 columns with
the taxonomy of the species and the rest of columns are the abundance of the species of rotifers in
the ponds.

References

Mazuelos, N., Toja, J., & Guisande, C. (1993) Rotifers in ephemeral ponds of Doñana National
Park. Hidrobiologia, 255/256: 429-434.

SINENVAP SPATIAL INTERPOLATION OF VARIABLES WITHIN POLYGONS

Description

An algorithm for finding an optimal spatial interpolation model for variables within polygons using
kriging.

Usage

SINENVAP(data=NULL, var=NULL, dataLat=NULL, dataLon=NULL, polyLat=NULL,
polyLon=NULL, zonedata=NULL, zonepoly=NULL, convex=FALSE, alpha=0.07, ASC=NULL,
shape=NULL, shapenames=NULL, Area=NULL, validation=30, type.krige="OK",
trend.d="cte", trend.l="cte", model="AUTO", minimisation="optim", weights="npairs",
maxdist=NULL, nugget=NULL, sill=NULL, range=NULL, kappa=NULL, beta=NULL,
jitter="jitter", maxjitter=0.00001, direction=c(0,45,90,135), inside=TRUE,
error=FALSE, ResetPAR=TRUE, PAR=NULL, BOXPLOT=NULL, OUTLINE=FALSE, XLABP=NULL,
YLABP=NULL, XLAB=NULL, YLAB=NULL, XLABB="Model", YLABB="Accuracy measures",
MAIN="", XLIM=NULL, YLIM=NULL, ZLIM=NULL, COLOR="rev(heat.colors(100))",
COLORC="black", COLORB=NULL, COLORM="transparent", NLEVELS=10, LABCEX=0.6,
contour=TRUE, breaks=10, ndigits=0, xl=0, xr=0, pro=TRUE, cell=NULL,
file1="Predictions data.csv", file2="Predictions polygon.csv",
file3="Accuracy measures.csv", file4="Semivariogram.csv",
file5="Standard errors.csv", file6="Model selected.txt", na="NA",
dec=",", row.names=FALSE)
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Arguments

data Data file (CSV, RData or Excel) with the latitudes and longitudes and the val-
ues of the environmental variables. This file may also include the latitudes and
longitudes of the polygons. Each polygon must be separated by a blank row.

var Variable with the values of the environmental variable.

dataLat Variable with the latitudes of the environmental variable.

dataLon Variable with the longitudes of the environmental variable.

polyLat If the geographic coordinates of the polygons are in the same file than the data of
the variable, here it is indicated the variable with the latitudes of the polygons.

polyLon If the geographic coordinates of the polygons are in the same file than the data of
the variable, here it is indicated the variable with the latitudes of the polygons.

zonedata If the latitude and longitude of the data are in UTM, it is necessary to specify
the variable with the zone of each pair of coordinates in this argument.

zonepoly If the latitude and longitude of the polygons are in UTM, it is necessary to
specify the variable with the zone of each pair of coordinates in this argument.

convex If it is TRUE, it is considered as polygon the alpha shape of the distribution of
the variable. This option is useful if the variable is for instance the abundance of
a species, so the spatial interpolation is performed considering the limits of the
distribution of the species.

alpha Alpha value of the alpha shape.

ASC ASC file with the values of the variable. It is not necessary to specify the latitude
and longitude of the variable, but it is mandatory to specify the polygon (in the
argument data, shape or Area.

shape It is possible to use a shape file for importing the coordinates of the polygons. In
this case, it is not necessary to specify the latitude and longitude of the polygons
in the arguments polyLat and polyLon.

shapenames Variable in the shapefile with the names of the polygons.

Area Only if using RWizard. It is also possible to use the polygons available in RWiz-
ard of administrative areas and river basins. A character with the name of the
administrative area or a vector with several administrative areas (countries, re-
gions, etc.) or river basins. In this case, it is not necessary to specify the latitude
and longitude of the polygons in the arguments polyLat and polyLon. If it is
"World" the entire world is plotted.

validation Percentage of cases used from original data for validation. These data are not
used for the estimation of the model and they are just used for evaluating the
accuracy of the model (see details). If it is zero, all data are used for estimating
the accuracy measures. If there are many data, a way for shortening the running
time is to increase the number of data for validation, so reducing the number of
data used for estimating the models.

type.krige Type of kriging to be performed. Options are simple "SK" or ordinary kriging
"OK". Kriging with external trend and universal kriging can be defined setting
type.krige="OK" and specifying the trend model using the arguments trend.d
and trend.l.
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trend.d It specifies the trend (covariate) values at the data locations (see function krige.conv
of the package geoR).

trend.l It specifies the trend (covariate) values at prediction locations. It must be of the
same type as for trend.d. Only used if prediction locations are provided in the
argument locations (see function krige.conv of the package geoR).

model If it is "AUTO", the algorithm tries to find the model with the highest accuracy
measures (see details). It is also possible to select one or several of the following
models: "exponential", "matern", "gaussian", "spherical", "circular", "cubic",
"wave", "power", "linear", "cauchy", "gneiting", "powered.exponential", and/or
"pure.nugget".

minimisation Minimization function used to estimate the parameters of the model fitted to the
semivariogram. The options are "optim", "nlm" or "nls" (see function variofit of
the package geoR).

weights Type weights used in the loss function when fitting the model to the semivari-
ogram. The options are "npairs", "cressie" or "equal" (see the function variofit
of the package geoR).

maxdist Maximum distance in the semivariogram. If it is NULL, it is half of the maxi-
mum distance of the semivariogram.

nugget,sill,range

The value of the nugget variance parameter τ2, fixed value of the sill parameter
(σ2) and fixed value of the range parameter (φ). If they are NULL (default) the
algorithm tries to find the optimal values for each of the models specified in the
argument model.

kappa One numerical value required for the following models: "matern", "cauchy",
"gneiting.matern" and "powered.exponential", and two values for the model
"gencauchy". If they are NULL (default) the algorithm tries to find the opti-
mal values for each of the models specified in the argument model.

beta Numerical value of the mean (vector) parameter. Only used if type.krige="SK".
If it is NULL, it is automatically estimated by the algorithm.

jitter It may be one of these three options: "NO" means no action, "jitter" means that
jitters duplicated coordinates of the environmental variable, and "mean" means
that the mean of the environmental variable is estimated for those duplicated
coordinates.

maxjitter Maximum jittering distance in decimal degrees.

direction A vector with values of 4 angles, indicating the directions for which the vari-
ograms will be computed. Default corresponds to c(0,45,90,135 (degrees).

inside If it is TRUE only those geographic coordinates of the environmental variables
inside the polygons are considered for the estimation of the model.

error If it is TRUE, a contour map with the standard errors is depicted.

ResetPAR If it is FALSE, the default condition of the function PAR is not placed and main-
tained those defined by the user in previous graphics.

PAR It accesses the function PAR that allows to modify many different aspects of the
graph.

BOXPLOT It allows to specify the characteristics of the function boxplot.
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OUTLINE If it is TRUE, the outliers are shown in the boxplot.

XLABP,YLABP Legends of X and Y axes of the plot with the relationship between observed and
predicted values of the model.

XLAB,YLAB Legends of X and Y axes of the contour plot with the spatial interpolation.

XLABB,YLABB Legends of X and Y axes of the boxplot .

MAIN Main title of the contour plot with the spatial interpolation.

XLIM,YLIM,ZLIM Limits of the contour plot.

COLOR Palette of colours or a vector with the colours of the contour plot.

COLORC Colour of the lines in the contour plot.

COLORB Vector with the colours of the models or just one colour for all models of the
boxplot.

COLORM Colour of the administrative areas and river basins, if any area has been specified
in the argument Area and convexhull=TRUE.

NLEVELS Numeric vector of levels at which to draw contour lines.

LABCEX Size of the text in the contour lines.

contour If it is TRUE, the contour lines are depicted in the contour plot.

breaks Number of breakpoints of the colour legend in the contour plot.

ndigits Number of decimals in the legend of the colour scale in the contour plot.

xl,xr The left and right limits of the colour legend considering the X axis of the con-
tour plot.

pro If it is TRUE, an automatic calculation is made in order to correct the aspect
ratio y/x along latitude.

cell Cell size in decimal degrees of the grid inside the polygons with the predictions
of the model. If it is NULL, it is automatically estimated according to the limits
of the polygons. To select an appropriate cell size according to the polygon size
is important for shortening the running time.

file1 CSV FILES. Filename with the predictions of the models.

file2 CSV FILES. Filename with the predictions inside the polygons.

file3 CSV FILES. Filename with accuracy measures of the models.

file4 CSV FILES. Filename with values of the semivariogram.

file5 CSV FILES. Filename with standard errors of the predictions.

file6 TXT FILE. Model selected with indication of the accuracy measures.

na CSV FILE. Text that is used in the cells without data.

dec CSV FILE. It defines if the comma "," is used as decimal separator or the dot
".".

row.names CSV FILE. Logical value that defines if identifiers are put in rows or a vector
with a text for each of the rows.
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Details

SINENVAP algorithm

The aim of this algorithm is to select a model, from a set of different models, with the nugget vari-
ance parameter τ2, fixed value of the sill parameter (σ2) and fixed value of the range parameter (φ),
as close as possible to those values that generates an optimal spatial interpolation, and to validate
the predictions obtained. The model and parameters selected by the algorithm may be utilized by
users as references, or to make modifications for spatial interpolation prediction improvement.

The algorithm uses the package geoR (Ribeiro and Diggle, 2001; 2018) to estimate simple, ordinary,
and universal kriging. The corresponding algorithm is detailed below.

1. Data with variable and polygon coordinates.

The algorithm must be supplied with variable values (argument var), latitude and longitude for
each datum (arguments dataLat and dataLon), and polygon coordinates (arguments polyLat and
polyLon), for the estimation of spatial interpolation.

Variable and polygon latitudes and longitudes may be in either decimal or UTM form. If they are in
UTM form, a column with the zone of each coordinate in the zonedata and zonepoly arguments must
be added for variable and polygon coordinates, respectively. Polygon variables and coordinates are
not required to be in the same units. Therefore, variables may be in decimal form, and polygons in
UTM form, vice versa, or both may be in the same units.

Variable and polygon information data may be in CSV, EXCEL, or RData files. ASC files (argument
ASC) may also be used for the variable, but in this case, it is not necessary to provide latitude or
longitude information for each datum in the dataLat and dataLon arguments. Polygon coordinates
may be in the same file as variable data in CSV, EXCEL, or RData files.

If RWizard is used, any of the administrative areas available in RWizard may be chosen as polygons
in the Area argument: countries, departments, provinces, etc. River basins may also be used as
polygons, in the database available in RWizard (González-Vilas et al., 2015).

Shape files may be used to import polygon coordinates with the shape argument. If a shape file or
the polygons available in RWizard are used, coordinate specification is unnecessary in polyLat and
emphpolyLon arguments.

Finally, if the argument convex=TRUE, the alpha shape distribution is considered to be a polygon.
This last option is useful when the variable is, for instance, the abundance of a species, such that
spatial interpolation is performed considering the limits of species distribution. If convex=TRUE,
the specification of information in polyLat and polyLon arguments is unnecessary.

2. Algorithm design.

Algorithm steps are described as follows:

1. If the argument inside=TRUE (default option), based on all variable data available, only those
data inside the polygons are used to estimate spatial interpolation. If the argument inside=FALSE,
all available variable data are used.

2. Duplicated coordinates may be treated in two ways: with the application of a jitter function
(default) or with estimation of the mean value of the variable for duplicated coordinates.

3. Spatial interpolation estimates the values on a grid. Therefore, it is necessary to first create a
grid with a fixed cell size, in which the spatial interpolation will be estimated. If the argument
cell=NULL (default), the algorithm estimates the optimal grid cell size, in accordance with polygon
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size. The output TXT provides information about the cell size chosen. The user may specify dif-
ferent cell sizes. Appropriate cell size selection, in accordance with polygon size, shortens running
time.

4. Only those points in polygons are selected from the grid created, for the spatial interpolation
prediction.

5. By the default validation=30, which means that 30% of variable data are not used in the spatial
interpolation model. However, they are employed to test the model. If validation=0, all data are
used in the model, and model validation is performed with all data. If validation is higher than zero,
because validation data are randomly selected, spatial interpolation values may vary each time the
script is implemented.

6. In order to test the model, the grid coordinates nearest to data coordinates are selected. Cross
validation is performed by comparing variable data reserved for validation (see step 5) to spatial in-
terpolation predictions on the grid, so as to verify which coordinates are nearest to the data reserved
for validation.

7.Next, the semivariogram is depicted (Fig. 1). If the argument maxdist=NULL (default), it is
considered to be half of the maximum semivariogram distance for performing the models.

8. Any of the following models may be implemented: cauchy, circular, cubic, exponential, gaus-
sian, gneiting, linear, matern, power, powered.exponential, pure.nugget, spherical, or wave. If
model="AUTO", all models are tested, with the exception of matern. The variofit function in the
geoR package is used to find the nugget, range, and sill for each model. The data reserved for
validation are compared to model predictions, and seven accuracy measures, described in the fol-
lowing section, are used to decide which model made the best prediction. The model that made
the best prediction is chosen by the algorithm to depict variable spatial interpolation in the selected
polygons.

3. Accuracy measures.

The following accuracy measures are used in the algorithm, so as to compare and evaluate model
predictions, where n is the number of observations, and P and O are the predicted and observed
values for each i datum, respectively.

The measures catalogued as "normalized" are adapted to reflect values of 1 when the model is most
efficient (i.e., predictions are the same as observed values). Thus, in all accuracy measures used in
the algorithm, the maximum value is 1. This indicates a model with maximum predictive power.
Various measures were utilized to obtain improved evaluation framework (i.e. consideration of a
group of skill scores that show different result characteristics) (see Li and Head, 2011).

3.1. r-squared (r2). This is the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between the predic-
tions of the interpolation model and the observed values. It ranges from 0 to 1.

r =

n∑
i=1

[(Oi − Ō)(Pi − P̄ )]√√√√ n∑
i=1

(Oi − Ō)
2

n∑
i=1

(Pi − P̄ )
2

3.2. Normalized mean absolute error (NMAE). This is a measure of the average error between
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predictions and observed values. It ranges from −∞ to 1.

NMAE = 1−

n∑
i=1

|Pi −Oi|

n∑
i=1

Oi

3.3. Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE). This measure shows the distribution error vari-
ability. It ranges from −∞ to 1.

NRMSE = 1−

√√√√√√√√√
n∑

i=1

(Pi −Oi)
2

n∑
i=1

Oi

3.4. Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (E). Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies may range from −∞ to 1 (Nash &
Sutcliffe, 1970). An efficiency of 1 (E = 1) corresponds to a perfect match between model and
observations. An efficiency of 0 indicates that the model predictions are as accurate as the mean
of the observed data, whereas an efficiency less than zero (−∞ < E < 0) occurs when the observed
mean is a better predictor than the model.

E = 1−

n∑
i=1

(Oi − Pi)
2

n∑
i=1

(Oi − Ō)2

3.5. Index of agreement (d). It was developed by Willmott (1981) as a standardized measure of the
degree of model prediction error and varies between 0 and 1.

d = 1−

n∑
i=1

(Oi − Pi)
2

n∑
i=1

(|Pi − Ō|+ |Oi − Ō|)2

3.6. Normalized relative mean absolute error (NRMAE). This is a modification of a measure devel-
oped by Li and Head (2011), whose maximum value is 1. According to the authors, this measure
removes the effect of unit/scale and is not sensitive to changes in unit/scale. It ranges from −∞ to
1.

NRMAE = 1−

n∑
i=1

|Pi −Oi|
Oi

∗ 100

n∑
i=1

Oi

3.7. Normalized relative root mean square error (NRRMSE). This is a modification of a measure
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developed by Li and Head (2011), whose maximum value is 1. It ranges from 0 to 1.

NRRMSE = 1−


n∑

i=1

(
[Pi −Oi]

Oi

)2

n∑
i=1

Oi


1
2

∗ 100

FUNCTIONS
Spatial interpolation, using simple, ordinary, and universal kriging, is performed with as.geodata,
variofit, krige.conv and krige.control functions, as well as the jitter of points with the jitterDupCo-
ords function, all of which are from the geoR package (Ribeiro and Diggle, 2001; 2018).

The ASC files are loaded with the raster function from the raster package (Hijmans et al., 2018).

Points inside polygons are estimated with the in.out function from the mgcv package (Wood, 2018).

The sp package (Pebesma and Bivand, 2005; Pebesma et al., 2018) is used to process shape files.

The BreuschPagan test is performed with the bptest function from the lmtest package (Zeileis and
Hothorn, 2002; Hothorn et al., 2018).

The color scale is depicted with the color.legend function from the plotrix package (Lemon, 2006;
Lemon et al., 2018).

EXAMPLE The figure shows the contour map of the spatial interpolation of the example 1, the
rainfall in the Iberian Peninsula.
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Value

It is obtained:

1. A CSV file, called "Predictions data.CSV" by default, contains model data and predictions. If
validation=0, the observed data are from the original dataset. Predicted values are those points
inside the polygon, which are, spatially, the nearest neighbors to the observed data.

2. A CSV file, "Predictions polygon.CSV" by default, contains predictions for inside polygons.

3. A CSV file, called "Accuracy measures.CSV" by default, contains the values of the seven accu-
racy measures shown above, for all models.

4. A CSV file, called "Semivariogram.CSV" by default, contains semivariogram values.

5. A CSV file, called "Standard errors.CSV" by default, contains the standard prediction errors.

6. A TXT file called "Model selected.TXT" by default, contains the full details of the model selected
by the algorithm.

7. A plot of the semivariogram, with the values used in the models, is depicted in green. Appli-
cation of the maximum distance specified in the maxdist argument, and the points in red, yield a
semivariogram without distance limitations.

8. The directional variogram in four directions.

9. A plot with the relationship between observed and predicted values. As mentioned above, the
observed values may be either randomly selected values or those from the original dataset. If
validation=0, the observed data are from the original dataset. Predicted values are those points
inside the polygon, which are, spatially, the nearest neighbors to the observed data.

10. If the argument model is "AUTO", or there is more than one model, a boxplot is depicted with
the median value of the seven accuracy measures from each model.

11. The contour plot with the spatial interpolation predictions of the selected model, i.e., the model
with the highest accuracy measures mean.

12. If the argument error=TRUE, the contour plot is depicted with the selected model’s standard
errors.
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Examples

## Not run:

#Example 1.
#An example with the geographic coordinates of the polygons
#in the same file than the environmental variable

data(EnVarIP)

SINENVAP(data=EnVarIP, var="Rainfall", dataLat="dataLat",
dataLon="dataLon", polyLat="polyLat", polyLon="polyLon",
model=c("cubic", "spherical"), MAIN="Rainfall", dec=".")

#Example 2. Only to be used with RWizard
#An example using the administrative areas available in RWizard.

data(EnVarIP)
@_Build_AdWorld_
SINENVAP(data=EnVarIP, var="Temperature", dataLat="dataLat", dataLon="dataLon",
Area = c("Galicia>A Coruña", "Galicia>Lugo", "Galicia>Ourense",
"Galicia>Pontevedra"), model=c("spherical"), MAIN="Temperature", ndigits=1, dec=".")

#Example 3. Only to be used with RWizard
#An example with a virtual species using as polygon the alpha
#shape of the species (argument convex=TRUE).

data(VirtualSpecies)
@_Build_AdWorld_
SINENVAP(data=VirtualSpecies, var="Probability", dataLat="Lat",
dataLon="Lon", model=c("circular", "exponential"), convex=TRUE,
Area=c("France"), validation=90, COLORM="#DEDEDE64", ndigits=2, dec=".")

## End(Not run)

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=sp
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=geoR
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=mgcv
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VirtualSpecies PROBABILITY OF A VIRTUAL SPECIES

Description

Probability of a virtual species in France.

Usage

data(VirtualSpecies)

Format

The 3 bioclimatic variables of WorldClim at a resolution of five arc-minutes (Hijmans et al., 2005)
BIO8 (Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter), BIO12 (Annual Precipitation) and BIO15 (Precip-
itation Seasonality, Coefficient of Variation) were used to generate the distribution of the virtual
species by using the virtualspecies R package (Leroy et al. 2016; 2018). The limits were from -5º
to 6º in latitude, and from 44º to 49º. Subsequently, 50% of the data were randomly selected, in
order to simulate a random sampling of the species. The final continuous suitability maps obtained
in this way were scaled between 0 and 1.
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